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And you thought we were only in jewelry.....

SPRING SUMMER'23 

Indulge in the allure of MINAKI
Womanz and experience the perfect
blend of elegance, craftsmanship,
and value. Embrace the spotlight
with grace, for MINAKI has you
covered with its remarkable range.

MINAKI



Introducing MINAKI Womanz, a luxury designer brand that
epitomizes timeless elegance and sophistication. With an

unwavering commitment to quality and attention to detail,
MINAKI offers an exquisite range of handcrafted apparel at
surprisingly affordable prices, from intricately embroidered

lehengas to beautifully pleated sarees.
 

At the heart of MINAKI's brand essence lies the concept of
understated elegance. Our designs effortlessly capture

attention with their refined charm, distinguishing us from
local labels and ubiquitous designers.

 
Impeccable craftsmanship lies at the core of every MINAKI
creation. Each garment is meticulously crafted with precision

and undergoes rigorous quality checks and tests, ensuring that
we maintain the highest standards of artistry.
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Experience the grandeur of bridal elegance
with the Dilruba Hand Embroidered Lehenga
Set. Crafted from luxurious fabrics of
Chanderi, Georgette, and Organza, this
distinctive design is adored with the intricate
detailing of hand embroidery, sequin work,
thread work, and resham pearls.

https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/jan-2023-earrings-26


The Eshana Lehenga Set is a luxurious piece
that transports you straight to the morning

beauty of nature. Crafted through exquisite
hand embroidery, sequin work, pearls, and

cutdana work, this luxurious raw silk
creation is made for the fashionista who

likes to make a statement. Experience
opulence like never before.

https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/jan-2023-earrings-26


Drape yourself in the elegance of our Bottle Green
Saree Drape, crafted from Crepe and Georgette

fabrics for a luxuriously lightweight feel. Pre-
pleated drape skirt, frills and an intricately
embellished blouse featuring sequin hand

embroidery, cutdana, feather, and beaded work all
over make for a saree of unparalleled richness.

Complete with a potli and belt.



Experience the beauty and grace of traditional
Indian fashion with this exquisite red pre-stitched
saree draped in graceful georgette. Adorned with a
matching blouse featuring sequins and cutdana
embellishments, a stylish belt, and a potli, this
ensemble will be sure to captivate with its elegance
and finesse!



This sophisticated Peacock
Pleated Lehenga Set is exquisitely

made from a luxurious blend of
pleated Georgette, Organza and

Crepe fabrics. The blouse and
dupatta are embellished with

intricate sequence work and the
lehenga is enhanced with an
embroidered detachable belt

featuring beautiful peacock
motifs. 



Experience the exquisite
craftsmanship of our Peach Hand
Embroidered Lehenga Set.
Intricately embroidered with
pearls and sequins, this lehenga
exudes timeless luxury.
Accompanied by a matching
blouse in thread embroidery, a
stole with pearl and sequin
detailing, plus a sperate
embroidered belt.



Discover true sophistication with the
Lilac Pleated Lehenga Set. Crafted from
Georgette, Organza, and Crepe fabrics,
this Pleated Lehenga Set is designed to
showcase contemporary style with its
sequence work blouse, scattered
sequence work Organza dupatta, and two
belts.



Experience the quality and elegance of
the Sea Green Pleated Lehenga Set.

Crafted with Pleated Satin, Plain Satin,
and Organza fabrics, the dress features a

blouse with sequence details on the back,
shoulder, and bodice. The lehenga and

dupatta feature sequence work, plus an
embroidered belt for a luxurious finish.



This exquisite Navy Blue Pleated
Saree Drape is thoughtfully crafted
from luxurious pleated Satin and
Crepe fabric and embellished with
shimmering sequence work
embroidery. Its single piece design
features a zip closure at the back for
easy wear and holding, and its
accompanying belt provides an
elegant finishing touch.

https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/pearl-and-polki-ear-studs


This Green Satin and Net Pleated
Saree Set is a luxurious addition to

any wardrobe. Embellished with
intricately hand-embroidered

sequence work, it will set you apart
in any crowd

https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/pearl-and-polki-ear-studs


The Black Sharara set is exquisitely crafted
from sumptuous Georgette and Organza
fabrics, featuring intricate hand embroidery
for a truly exclusive finish.



Achieve the ultimate in elegance with this
exquisite Ivory Sharara Set. Embellished with
delicate sequin embroidery and paired with
matching pants and a dupatta, this exclusive
ensemble is sure to make an impression. A
timeless piece that exudes sophistication and
grace.



Introducing the Kurta Dhoti Set, a
masterpiece crafted to exude
elegance and luxury. Crafted from
ivory with embroidery that adorns
the kurta with a rich look, it is paired
with an exquisite satin dhoti and an
organza dupatta embellished with
lace work that encircles it.



This exquisite two-piece Pink Sharara Cape
Dress is crafted from luxurious raw silk,
Georgette and Organza fabrics, and
beautifully hand embroidered and detailed
with sequence work, for a timelessly
elegant look. The spaghetti strap neckline
and fitted silhouette highlight the delicate
craftsmanship of this dress, perfect for
wedding and party wear.



Exude sophistication and luxe with our Aqua
Anarkali with Cape. This luxurious ensemble is

crafted from Royal Georgette, Organza and
Net/Tulle fabrics with a contemporary cut and

delicately adorned with hand embroidery. An
elegant combination of a belt with embroidery

and pearls is matched with a potli and a
spectacular organza cape with sequence work
scattered all over. Your look is sure to make a

statement.



This Yellow Hand Embroidered Anarkali evokes a
feeling of elegance and opulence. The multi-
layered fabric of Georgette and Organza, with
sequence work in a geometric pattern, imbues the
ensemble with a sophisticated aesthetic and a
luxurious allure. A broad belt with embroidery
rounds off the piece with the perfect finishing
touch. Stylish and exquisite, this intricately-
crafted Anarkali is sure to make a stunning
statement.



Introducing the Maroon
Hand Embroidered

Layered Dress Gown, an
exquisite addition to your
wardrobe that will lend an

air of sophistication and
luxury to any special

event. Crafted from a
luxurious Georgette

fabric, this one piece dress
will lend a touch of

elegance with the hand
embroidery adorning the

waistline.



Enter a realm of
sophistication and
glamour with this
exquisite black hand
embroidered layered dress
gown. Crafted from a
georgette base, it features
a one-shoulder silhouette,
adorned with sequins,
beads and cutdana
embroidery, finished with
a feather brooch for a
touch of elegance. 



The Eclectic Pant Set is the
perfect chic addition to any

wardrobe. Crafted from luxurious
georgette and shimmer viscose,
the intricate sequin and thread

embroidery adds a distinctive
flourish. With subtle

sophistication, this statement set
evokes a classic and timeless

elegance.



This exquisite Ivory Top & Trouser
Set offers an elegant and luxurious
look like no other. Crafted from the
finest silk, the top is adorned with
shimmering sequins and cutdana on
the front and back, and features full-
length sleeves with a striking slit.
Paired with the top is a sleek, tailored
trouser for a look of distinction. A
perfect choice for special occasions.



This exquisite Ivory Top & Trouser Set
offers an elegant and luxurious look like
no other. Crafted from the finest silk, the
top is adorned with shimmering sequins
and cutdana on the front and back, and
features full-length sleeves with a striking
slit. Paired with the top is a sleek, tailored
trouser for a look of distinction. A perfect
choice for special occasions.



This regal Navy Pleated Cord Set is
crafted from a luxurious blend of

georgette and silk and flaunts beautiful
printed embroidery. A perfect

combination of sophistication and
timeless style, this elegant two-piece

ensemble will make you stand out from
the crowd and feel like royalty.



BLACK PLEATED
CORD SET

ICE BLUE PEATED
CORD SET

https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/pearl-and-polki-ear-studs
https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/pearl-and-polki-ear-studs


PINK PLEATED CORD
SET

BROWN PRINTED PEATED
CORD SET

https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/pearl-and-polki-ear-studs
https://minaki.shop/collections/earrings/products/pearl-and-polki-ear-studs
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